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 .com/ Those who believe that a video producer or ‘vlogger’ actually has “an opinion” about anything is just willfully ignorant
and misinformed. It’s actually not uncommon for the political opinion of a “vlogger” to shift in a rather radical way. At least this

is what is shown in the research I’ve compiled. It was also fascinating to discover how many of these “political opinion” shifts
occurred in response to video game news! If you want to take this as a fun analysis of how the opinion of many “vloggers” are
swayed by “fake news” and YouTube algorithm, that’s okay. Enjoy the videos and stay safe! Disclaimers The author and the

host of the Recording Nerds podcast is not a “journalist”. These videos are published as an academic exercise in researching the
history and the current interest in this area of the world. The opinions and analysis are those of the author. All content in these
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videos was created solely for educational purposes and not for any other use. No part of these videos may be reproduced or
redistributed without written permission from the copyright holder.Q: Aspx page - auto increment form label I have a search
textbox which on click takes you to a seperate aspx page called result.aspx. When you click the results page, there is a button

called show next result. This button should show the next result on a label called #lblResult. I'm currently able to show the first
result ok, but the label #lblResult should increment like it does on my sql command Codebehind to result.aspx is: Public Class

Results Inherits System.Web.UI.Page Dim strConn As String =
System.Configuration.ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings("StrSql").ConnectionString Dim strSql As String = "SELECT

top 10 * FROM mp_lastuse WHERE TIMESTAMPDIFF(minute, mp_lastuse.timestamp, GETDATE())
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